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Understanding Bug Bounty Scope
When is an open-scope program a good idea? 

A scope is the defined set of targets that have been listed by an organization as assets that are to be tested as 
part of a bug bounty engagement. Targets that are listed as “in-scope” are eligible for rewards, and things that are 
“out of scope” are off-limits to testing, with no compensation given for findings.

Scope Types

 Limited  scope only includes single or specific targets, such as “example.com.”

 Wide scope includes a wildcard to the in-scope targets, such as “*.example.com.” This signifies that any
subdomain of example.com is in-scope. For instance, part of that wildcard could include previously
unmentioned or unexplored attack surfaces such as “staging-2019.example.com” or “admin.example.com,”
both of which could have rich opportunities for identifying vulnerabilities. Hackers are particularly good at
finding and exploiting assets that have been forgotten. By including the wildcard, your organization increases
the probability of identifying security risks across a much broader swath of your attack surface.

 Open scope has no limits on what hackers can test. Open scopes generally look something like “any externally
facing asset belonging to Example Org” – where nothing is excluded, so long as it belongs to the organization.
Hackers are highly effective at identifying assets here – some may find and exploit an old marketing page for
an event from a decade ago; they may find keys or sensitive information stored on GitHub or Pastebin; there
may be remnants from mergers, acquisitions, and other artifacts. Running an open scope taps the power of the
whole crowd to find and identify any exposures your organization may have, and most of the time, there’s a lot
more than you realize.

Most bounty programs tend to systematically evolve over time – starting with a basic, limited scope (example.com), 
moving to a more expansive, limited scope (accounts.example.com, api.example.com), then to a wildcard 
(*.example.com), and finally to an open scope (“anything belonging to Example org”). Some programs complete 
this journey in months, while others take years, but the important thing is that they're always evolving. 

Why Open Scope?

Threat actors don’t have to play by any set scope or rules. Unlike the hackers in a bounty program, an attacker 
isn’t limited to testing one part of the attack surface, and they always find the path of least resistance – which is 
most commonly not through assets that receive the most testing. The goal of a bug bounty is to secure your assets 
by finding issues before the threat actors can, so both sides need to be playing by the same rules. For that reason, 
an open scope program is not only useful, but usually necessary. Furthermore:

 On average, programs with wider scopes (at least a wildcard) get nearly 250% more findings than programs
with limited scopes. This includes nearly 250% more P1s – where each and every P1 identified represents a
breach that could have happened, but didn’t.

 Programs with wider scopes often have longer and more substantial hacker engagement (more than 2x that
of limited-scope programs), with testers submitting more findings over a longer period of time.

 Finally, hackers are extremely good at finding hidden issues. Often, when organizations move to wide or
open scopes, they learn about a significant number of assets that were simply forgotten or lost.

going to come in wherever they can find holes. And the reality is that most of the time, that’s where they do come in from…

JP Morgan Chase was breached via a single server that hadn’t received the appropriate update to MFA, compromising 83 
million accounts (even when 99% of things are updated, hackers and researchers are particularly adept at finding that one 
percent that wasn’t).

Verifications.io had over 700 million records breached through a publicly exposed MongoDB server with no password.

Bonobos in 2021 had a breach of 12.3 million records, due to a backup server that got compromised.

Equifax’s exposure via Apache Struts – the vulnerability was repeatedly not identified via internal tools and processes, until 
it was exploited in the wild by nefarious parties (researchers are good at finding things as soon as 0 days hit).

MedEvolve lost 200k records containing PHI data due to an unsecured, publicly accessible FTP server.

And there are countless others where the details of such attacks are unknown. The moral of the story: attackers have to 
enter somewhere, and more often than not, that somewhere is via an internet-facing asset (especially in a cloud-based, 
remote-working world).

Long story short: bad actors aren’t asking for (and don’t need) permission to test everywhere. And by limiting where the 
good actors can test, we only further disadvantage ourselves in the battle for securing assets, data, and ourselves. To 
combat this, an open scope program is not only useful, but necessary to help secure your organization and assets and beat 
the bad actors to it.

While we’ve gone through the most compelling and important reasons to run an open scope program, it’s worth calling out 
some important data:

On average, programs with wider scopes (at least a wildcard) get nearly 250% more findings than programs with limited 
scopes. This includes nearly 250% more P1s – where each and every P1 identified represents a breach that could have 
happened, but didn’t. The breach was prevented by leveraging the crowd to help identify the vulnerabilities and risks before 
the bad actors have had a chance to exploit them. This simply makes sense that a larger scope would have more 
vulnerabilities, but it’s also extremely telling that all one has to do to find more vulnerabilities (including critical ones), is to 
open up their scope. No extreme hoops to jump through to find them – the vulnerabilities are already there, and probably 
have been for some time. Like the bugs under a rock, whether you can see them or not, they very much exist – and when 
you flip it over, that becomes exceedingly obvious. The same holds with scope and bounties – the bugs and risks are there, 
all that needs to be done is to expose them to inspection.

What also plays into the larger numbers of findings on larger scoped programs is that those with wider scopes often have 
longer and more substantial researcher engagement, with testers submitting more findings over a longer period of time. If 
there’s enough scope around an organization, testers will often go deeper to learn more and more about what/who they’re 
testing against. And once they get so deep, they’re (A) more likely to find more nuanced and contextual findings; and (B) are 
more likely to stay there – meaning that they’ll find more, even against the primary assets, than they would have otherwise, 
simply because they’re testing all the assets over a longer timeline. Additionally, on programs with larger scopes, the 
number of researchers who engage on average is double compared to limited scope programs. More researchers finding 
more issues over a longer period of time – that’s a win/win/win when it comes to securing one’s assets.

Finally, independent researchers (and also bad actors) are extremely good at finding and identifying things many 
organizations weren’t or aren’t already aware of. Often, when organizations move to wide or open scopes, they learn about 
a significant number of assets that were simply forgotten or lost – whether unmaintained relics of M&As, shadow IT, or threat 
scenarios they simply hadn’t entertained before, all due to the intelligence and diversity of approaches brought to bear by 
the crowd. There are very few things that can be more effective in helping secure the totality of your organization’s external 
footprint than running a completely open scope for all internet-facing assets. Simply put, nothing else even comes close.

For as valuable as going open scope is and can be for your organization, we’re also acutely aware that it’s not as easy as 
snapping one’s fingers to make it so. That said, to make things easier, here are some of the frequently asked questions on 
the topic, as well as Bugcrowd’s guidance on how to handle them internally or externally. If you have any questions beyond 
these, feel free to reach out to your Technical Customer Success Manager (TCSM) or Account Manager (AM), and we’ll be 
more than happy to assist however we can.
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consider this option but are not compelled to do so.Bugcrowd, as described below, are invited to participate in private programs – offering more 
control and specificity. Private programs provide limited scope allowing
customers to grow their Programs slowly and quietly, while still realizing the benefits of a 
crowdsourced approach. Public programs allow customers to gain more insight by
utilizing a larger pool of researchers to create scale and speed.
A Public Bug Bounty Program is publicly promoted on Bugcrowd’s website for participation by 
security researchers from the general public. A public program allows
companies to proactively market an aspect of their security operations, build a tighter relationship 
with the security research community, and elicit submissions from the
largest crowd possible.
WHAT IS THE CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CUSTOMER AND RESEARCHER?
The researchers are non-employee independent contractors of Bugcrowd and have no contractual 
relationship with a customer. The terms that govern Bugcrowd’s
relationship with the security researchers are the “Standard Disclosure Terms” found at https://
www.bugcrowd.com/standard-disclosure-terms/.
ARE THE BUGS FOUND BY THE RESEARCHER COMMUNITY KEPT CONFIDENTIAL?
The default provision of all Bug Bounty Programs is that all discovered vulnerabilities must be kept 
confidential. Customers may choose to allow public disclosure of
vulnerabilities of general interest following mitigation at customer’s discretion, and are encouraged 
to consider this option but are not compelled to do so.
WHAT ASSURANCES ARE IN PLACE TO PROTECT AN ORGANIZATION FROM MALICIOUS
RESEARCHERS?
Bugcrowd's researchers initially have access only to public programs, which provides a proving 
ground for ethical behavior. Once a researcher has achieved defined
thresholds around activity levels, acceptance rates, average severity of submissions, and has a 
proven track record of trustworthy behavior, Bugcrowd will begin inviting
them to private programs, through which the researchers must continue to prove themselves 
against the same metrics. After Bugcrowd rating thresholds are met according
to Bugcrowd’s proprietary model, they are invited to undergo ID verification (using a tool called 
Jumio, which is also used by Airbnb and others) and criminal background
checks. Throughout this entire process, researchers that engage with Bugcrowd face 
consequences for bad acts, including removal from eligibility to participate in
Bugcrowd’s Bug Bounty Programs, no payment for vulnerabilities found, and loss of access to the 
Bugcrowd’s community resources. Even researchers who have earned
the highest attribution of trust are monitored on an ongoing basis.
DOES BUGCROWD ACCEPT THE LIABILITY FOR THE ACTIONS OF THE RESEARCHERS?
No. As a rule, platforms acting as intermediaries between crowdsourced service providers and 
customers of those services do not accept liability for the crowd. These
platform providers have limited ability to hold the crowd accountable as they are independent 
service providers. Bugcrowd mitigates this risk through the vetting process
explained above.
All companies have a risk that malicious attackers may find and exploit vulnerabilities in their 
systems. Bugcrowd helps customers significantly reduce and manage that
risk by harnessing the skills of security researchers to identify vulnerabilities before a malicious 
actor does.

www.bugcrowd.com 
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FAQs

What if I don’t want to invite hackers to inspect everything?

This is the most common concern, but the reality is, threat actors don’t need your permission. The least you can do is 
to level the playing field, so that good actors (responsible hackers) can help secure these assets before they’re 
exploited in the wild. 

If I put all my assets in scope, won't I be neglecting the critical ones that I care the most about?

This is a reasonable concern; however, the simple answer is to make it more valuable to test on/against the things 
you really care about by tiering out the reward structure. If it pays many times more (say, 5x) to find bugs on the main 
app, testers will still probe around the rest of the attack surface, but they also know that the big money is where you 
put it. In this way, you can work to secure all your assets, but also emphasize the ones you care the most about. 

I like the idea of having an open scope, but won't I run out of money?

This is also a reasonable concern. But given the option to pay $X to know about a critical vulnerability against a 
system that’s not on your radar, or to deal with a multi-million dollar breach in the aftermath, wouldn’t you prefer the 
former? Keep in mind that with a bug bounty you only pay for valid vulnerabilities: If there’s nothing out there, then 
there’s nothing to reward. And if there is something, your rewards are set up in a way so that they align with the value 
that’s being derived from the finding.

Why would I need open scope for a small attack surface?

Regardless of size, it can still be valuable for any organization to run an open scope program. If there’s not much out 
there, then there’s not really any downside to running open scope, so why not level the playing field and do it 
anyway? 

Additionally, as you’re likely well aware, in today’s cloud-based, remote-work environment, an organization’s attack 
surface is extremely complex and always evolving. There’s a lot of exposure out there, and the crowd is the best  
secret weapon when it comes to helping organizations secure their entire footprint.

How do I start moving toward an open scope?

The best place to start is by talking to your Bugcrowd Success Team; your TCSM will help provide guidance, 
recommendations, and support for whatever you need to get going. All you really need to get started is an appetite 
for doing so – we’ll help with the rest. 

As a note when opening up scope: It can be helpful to provide a list of assets you already know to be in scope. This 
gives hackers a starting point and saves them from having to do some early legwork. (It also allows them to focus on 
what really matters.) Generally speaking, the more information you can provide, the better.

Bugcrowd is happy to help champion it internally for you as well. If you need data, quotes, references, or anything 
else to help sell an open scope internally, we’re happy to help. We’re here to help you secure your organization, and 
we truly believe that going to an open scope is a critical part of that security journey, and want to assist however we 
can.
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